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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a tool holder
for attaching a tool such as an end mill, a face mill, a drill,
a tap, or a reamer, for example, to a main shaft of a
machine tool, and a machine tool that uses the tool hold-
er.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] To extend the life of a tool, conventionally cut-
ting oil (a coolant) is typically supplied to the tool during
machining by a machine tool.
[0003] An external oil feeding method, in which the cut-
ting oil is ejected toward the tool from an externally pro-
vided nozzle, is employed conventionally as a cutting oil
supply method. With the external oil feeding method,
however, the cutting oil ejected from the nozzle may be
blocked by a work piece so as to be unable to reach a
work part, and it is therefore difficult to supply the cutting
oil effectively. Further, the work piece and the nozzle may
interfere with each other, and therefore the nozzle must
be provided in a position far removed from the work piece,
making it difficult to supply the cutting oil to the work part
precisely. Moreover, with the popularization of machine
tools such as machining centers, in which tools are ex-
changed by an ATC (Automatic Tool Changer) during
machining, it has become necessary to modify a cutting
oil supply position for each tool, but the external oil feed-
ing method, in which the position and orientation of the
nozzle are fixed, is unable to respond to this requirement.
Hence, the external oil feeding method has been re-
placed by a cutter through method or a gap through meth-
od, to be described below, and it is now rare to use the
external oil feeding method in a machine tool.
[0004] In the cutter through method, an oil feeding hole
that opens onto a tool tip end is provided in a tool interior,
and the cutting oil is supplied to the work part through
the oil feeding hole (see Patent Documents 1 and 2).
[0005] In the cutter through method, however, the oil
feeding hole opens onto the tip end of the tool, and there-
fore, in a tool that cuts a work piece using a blade portion
on a tool outer peripheral surface, such as a face mill or
an end mill, the blade portion cannot be lubricated and
cooled efficiently. Further, since the oil feeding hole must
be provided in the tool interior, the tool becomes expen-
sive. Moreover, when the tool has a small diameter, it is
extremely difficult to form the oil feeding hole in the tool
interior.
[0006] In the gap through method, meanwhile, a gap
nut is attached to a tip end of the tool holder, and the
cutting oil is ejected through a gap between the gap nut
and a tool outer periphery. Therefore, the gap through
method can be used with tools not having an internal oil
feeding hole.
[0007] Patent Document 3, for example, describes a

tool holder that is compatible with the gap through meth-
od. In this tool holder, a gap nut having a spiral groove
on an inner peripheral side thereof is attached to a tip
end, and cutting oil is ejected through a gap between the
gap nut and the tool outer periphery. As a result, the
cutting oil ejected so as to travel around the spiral groove
of the gap nut is supplied to the work part efficiently along
a flank of the tool.
[0008] Further, Patent Document 4, although not relat-
ed to a method of feeding oil to a tool holder, describes
a drive spindle employing a traction drive method in which
rotation input from a transmission shaft coupled to a spin-
dle of a machine tool is increased in speed by a traction
transmission mechanism and then transmitted to a main
shaft. The traction transmission mechanism is constitut-
ed by a combination of a planetary roller and a sun roller
such that rotation is transmitted from the planetary roller,
which revolves together with the spindle, to the sun roller,
which is coupled to the main shaft. A working tool attach-
ment portion is provided on a tip end of the main shaft
into which rotation is input from the transmission shaft
via the traction transmission mechanism, and a tool (a
grinding wheel, for example) is attached to the working
tool attachment portion.
[0009] Further, the drive spindle described in Patent
Document 4 is provided with a cooling device for cooling
the traction transmission mechanism and a main shaft
bearing. The cooling device includes cooling jackets pro-
vided respectively on an outer periphery of the traction
transmission mechanism and an outer periphery of the
main shaft bearing, and a cooling medium passage ex-
tending from a location on an outer periphery of the trans-
mission shaft to the cooling jacket provided on the main
shaft bearing via the cooling jacket provided on the trac-
tion transmission mechanism. A cooling medium flowing
into the cooling medium passage passes through the
cooling jacket of the traction transmission mechanism
and the cooling jacket of the main shaft bearing, and is
then ejected through an ejection port formed in a bearing
retainer plate that presses an outer race of the main shaft
bearing.

Patent Document 1: Japanese Patent Application
Publication No. 2009-6435

Patent Document 2: Japanese Patent Application
Publication No. H4-176538

Patent Document 3: Japanese Patent Application
Publication No. 2003-1545

Patent Document 4: Japanese Utility Model Applica-
tion Publication No. H3-123657

[0010] In the gap through method, however, the eject-
ed cutting oil spreads due to centrifugal force, and there-
fore the cutting oil cannot be supplied efficiently to the
work part. Particularly when the tool is rotated at high
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speed, a large amount of heat is generated by the work
part, and therefore a large amount of cutting oil is required
to cool the tool. However, it is difficult to supply a sufficient
amount of cutting oil to the work part due to the effect of
the centrifugal force.
[0011] In the drive spindle employing the traction drive
method, described in Patent Document 4, the cooling
medium is ejected through the ejection port positioned
on the outer periphery of the main shaft, but the ejection
port is provided in a position removed from the tool at-
tached to the working tool attachment portion, which is
positioned on the tip end side of the main shaft. The rea-
son for this is that in order to realize the function of the
traction transmission mechanism for increasing the
speed of the rotation input from the spindle side of the
machine tool and then transmitting the rotation to the
main shaft side, the traction transmission mechanism
must be provided between the spindle of the machine
tool and the main shaft having the tool attached to the
tip end thereof. It is therefore difficult to supply the cooling
medium to the work part precisely through the ejection
port located far from the tool.
[0012] Further, in the drive spindle described in Cited
Document 4, to ensure that rotation can be transmitted
from the planetary roller to the sun roller in the traction
transmission mechanism, a housing provided on an outer
periphery of the planetary roller must be prevented from
co-rotating therewith. If co-rotation of the housing is not
prevented, the housing rotates as the planetary roller re-
volves such that torque is not transmitted to the sun roller
when the planetary roller revolves around the sun roller,
and as a result, the sun roller does not rotate. Hence, in
the drive spindle described in Patent Document 4, a whirl-
stop pin is inserted into an upper surface of the housing
to prevent the housing from co-rotating. In other words,
in Patent Document 4, the housing is prevented from co-
rotating to ensure that rotation can be transmitted from
the planetary roller to the sun roller in the traction trans-
mission mechanism, but not to reduce the effect of the
centrifugal force exerted on the cooling medium ejected
through the ejection port formed in the bearing retainer
plate.
[0013] Hence, Patent Document 4 teaches that co-ro-
tation of the housing is to be prevented in order to realize
the original functions of the traction transmission mech-
anism only when the traction transmission mechanism
is provided between the spindle of the machine tool and
the main shaft having the tool attached to the tip end
thereof. Accordingly, Patent Document 4 provides no de-
scription of a solution with which the cutting oil can be
ejected from a position close to the work part and supplied
to a desired position without being affected by centrifugal
force.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

[0014] The present invention has been designed in
consideration of the circumstances described above, and

an object thereof is to provide a tool holder and a machine
tool with which a coolant can be ejected from a position
close to a work part and the coolant can be supplied to
a desired position without the need to provide an oil feed-
ing hole in a tool interior.
[0015] A tool holder according to the present invention
for attaching a tool to a main shaft of a machine tool
includes: a shank portion provided on one end of said
tool holder and gripped by the main shaft; a tool attach-
ment portion provided on another end of said tool holder
and having an insertion port into which the tool is inserted
in a tip end surface thereof; a cover having a tubular wall
that covers an outer periphery of the tool attachment por-
tion and a bottom surface that covers the tip end surface
of the tool attachment portion; a bearing provided be-
tween the tubular wall of the cover and the tool attach-
ment portion; and a stopper that prevents the cover from
co-rotating with the tool attachment portion, wherein a
through hole penetrated by the tool and an ejection port
disposed on a periphery of the through hole in order to
eject a coolant toward the tool are provided in the bottom
surface of the cover.
[0016] Here, the coolant may be aqueous or non-aque-
ous cutting oil, mist (liquid microparticles contained in a
gas), or air.
[0017] In this tool holder, the cover is attached so as
to cover the outer periphery and the tip end surface of
the tool attachment portion, the cover is prevented from
co-rotating with rotation of the tool holder (the tool attach-
ment portion) by the bearing and the stopper, and the
coolant is ejected through the ejection port provided in
the bottom surface of the cover, and therefore an effect
of centrifugal force on the ejected coolant can be sup-
pressed greatly. As a result, the coolant can be supplied
to a desired position.
[0018] Further, since the coolant is ejected through the
ejection port provided in the bottom surface of the cover,
there is no need to provide an oil feeding hole in the
interior of the tool, in contrast to a conventional cutter
through method.
[0019] Moreover, the through hole penetrated by the
tool is provided in the bottom surface of the cover, and
the coolant is ejected through the ejection port disposed
on the periphery of the through hole, and therefore the
ejection port can be positioned close to a work part. As
a result, the coolant can be supplied precisely to the work
part.
[0020] Further, in the tool holder described above, the
bearing is lubricated and cooled by a part of the coolant.
[0021] By lubricating and cooling the bearing using a
part of the coolant in this manner, the tool can be rotated
at high speed without causing seizure of the bearing.
[0022] In the tool holder described above, a first flow
passage through which the coolant supplied from the
main shaft side flows is provided in an interior of the shank
portion and the tool attachment portion such that the cool-
ant is led between the tip end surface of the tool attach-
ment portion and the bottom surface of the cover through
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the first flow passage, a second flow passage through
which the coolant led between the tip end surface of the
tool attachment portion and the bottom surface of the
cover via the first flow passage flows toward the bearing
is provided between the tubular wall of the cover and the
tool attachment portion, and the bearing is preferably lu-
bricated and cooled by the coolant supplied via the sec-
ond flow passage.
[0023] By providing the first flow passage through
which the coolant supplied from the main shaft side flows
in the interior of the shank portion and the tool attachment
portion in this manner, a coolant flow passage is con-
nected from the main shaft to the ejection port in the
bottom surface of the cover simply by attaching the tool
holder to the main shaft. As a result, the tool holder can
be applied to automatic exchange by an ATC (Automatic
Tool Changer) easily.
[0024] Further, by supplying the coolant to the bearing
through the second flow passage, the bearing can be
lubricated and cooled, whereby seizure of the bearing
can be prevented. Therefore, even when the tool is ro-
tated at high speed, machining can be performed with
stability and without causing seizure of the bearing. The
inventor has confirmed in actuality that seizure does not
occur in the bearing under a tool rotation speed condition
of approximately 20,000 rpm when aqueous cutting oil
is supplied to the bearing through the second flow pas-
sage.
[0025] In this case, a third flow passage including a
communicating hole that extends outward in a radial di-
rection of the cover and a discharge hole that leads to
the outside from the communicating hole, through which
the coolant is discharged after lubricating and cooling the
bearing, may be formed in an interior of the cover.
[0026] By providing the third flow passage to promote
discharge of the coolant following cooling and lubrication
of the bearing, stagnation of the coolant around the bear-
ing can be prevented such that fresh coolant is supplied
to the bearing at all times, with the result that cooling and
lubrication can be performed efficiently. Further, the cool-
ant flows gently from the bearing toward the outside
through the third flow passage, and therefore intermixing
of air bubbles from the outside as the bearing rotates can
be prevented. Moreover, even when foreign matter be-
comes intermixed in the coolant for some reason, the
foreign matter can be discharged to the outside reliably
so as not to impair the functions of the bearing.
[0027] In the tool holder described above, a recessed
portion may be provided in an outer periphery of the cov-
er, and the stopper may include a whirl-stop pin that en-
gages with the recessed portion in order to prevent the
cover from co-rotating.
[0028] By using the stopper including the whirl-stop pin
that engages with the recessed portion in the outer pe-
riphery of the cover in this manner, the cover can be
prevented from co-rotating by means of a simple config-
uration.
[0029] In this case, a gap (play) between the recessed

portion and the whirl-stop pin in a circumferential direc-
tion of the cover when the whirl-stop pin is engaged with
the recessed portion is preferably no less than 0.1 mm
and no more than 0.5 mm.
[0030] By setting the cover circumferential direction
gap (play) between the recessed portion in the outer pe-
riphery of the cover and the whirl-stop pin in the engaged
condition at no less than 0.1 mm in this manner, the whirl-
stop pin can be inserted into the recessed portion easily.
By setting the gap (play) at no less than 0.5 mm, mean-
while, it is possible to avoid situations in which the cover
rotates when a tool such as a tap is rotated in reverse
such that the coolant is affected by centrifugal force, or
the whirl-stop pin collides with a wall surface of the re-
cessed portion such that an impact is generated.
[0031] Further, an outer diameter of the cover in a lo-
cation where the recessed portion is provided may be
substantially constant regardless of a diameter of the tool
attachment portion.
[0032] In so doing, the whirl-stop pin can be engaged
with the recessed portion in the outer periphery of the
cover when moved by an identical stroke regardless of
the diameter of the tool attachment portion. As a result,
the tool holder can be applied to automatic exchange by
an ATC (Automatic Tool Changer) easily.
[0033] Further, a plurality of the recessed portions are
preferably provided around an entire circumference of
the cover, and the stopper preferably further includes an
actuator that moves the whirl-stop pin, and a spring pro-
vided between the actuator and the whirl-stop pin.
[0034] By providing the spring between the actuator
that moves the whirl-stop pin and the whirl-stop pin, the
spring bends when the whirl-stop pin deviates slightly
from a position of the recessed portion after being
pressed against the outer periphery of the cover by the
actuator, and as a result, the whirl-stop pin enters the
recessed portion. Hence, the tool holder can be applied
to automatic exchange by an ATC (Automatic Tool
Changer) easily.
[0035] Further, the spring contracts so as to absorb an
excessive stroke by the whirl-stop pin, and therefore an
amount by which the actuator moves the whirl-stop pin
can be set in common for covers of all sizes.
[0036] In this case, the stopper preferably further in-
cludes a rod that is caused to advance and retreat in a
diagonal direction relative to a tool axial center direction
by a driving force of the actuator, and the whirl-stop pin
is preferably supported on the rod via the spring.
[0037] By disposing the rod that is caused to advance
and retreat by the driving force of the actuator diagonally
relative to the tool axial center direction, the stopper (the
actuator and the rod) can be prevented from interfering
with a work piece.
[0038] In the tool holder described above, the first flow
passage through which the coolant supplied from the
main shaft side flows may be provided in the interior of
the shank portion and the tool attachment portion such
that the coolant is led between the tip end surface of the
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tool attachment portion and the bottom surface of the
cover through the first flow passage, and a rectifying
member may be provided in the first flow passage on an
upstream side of a rear end surface of the tool to rectify
the coolant so that the coolant flows toward a gap be-
tween a peripheral edge of the rear end surface of the
tool and an inner wall surface of the tool attachment por-
tion forming the first flow passage.
[0039] By providing the rectifying member on the up-
stream side of the rear end surface of the tool in the first
flow passage provided in the interior of the tool attach-
ment portion in this manner, the coolant can be rectified
by the rectifying member so as to pass through the gap
between the peripheral edge of the rear end surface of
the tool and the inner wall surface of the tool attachment
portion smoothly, without impinging on the rear end sur-
face of the tool. As a result, a loss of momentum in the
flow of the coolant caused by impingement of the coolant
on the rear end surface of the tool can be prevented.
[0040] Particularly in a case where air is used as the
coolant, the flow of the coolant (air) decreases dramati-
cally in momentum when the coolant impinges on the
rear end surface of the tool. Therefore, providing the rec-
tifying member described above is extremely advanta-
geous in terms of maintaining momentum in the flow of
the coolant (air).
[0041] In this case, the rectifying member may in-
crease a pressure of the coolant by reducing a sectional
area of the first flow passage.
[0042] Centrifugal force varies in accordance with the
rotation speed of the tool. It may therefore be difficult to
supply the coolant flowing through the first flow passage
to the gap between the peripheral edge of the rear end
surface of the tool and the inner wall surface of the tool
attachment portion, and as a result, a part of the coolant
may impinge on the rear end surface of the tool or the
inner wall surface of the first flow passage. By reducing
the sectional area of the first flow passage using the rec-
tifying member as described above, such that the pres-
sure of the coolant increases, a directivity of the coolant
passing through the rectifying member toward a desired
position (the gap between the peripheral edge of the rear
end surface of the tool and the inner wall surface of the
tool attachment portion) is enhanced. Therefore, the
coolant flowing through the first flow passage can be led
more effectively to the gap between the peripheral edge
of the rear end surface of the tool and the inner wall sur-
face of the tool attachment portion.
[0043] Further, by increasing the pressure of the cool-
ant flowing through the first flow passage using the rec-
tifying member, the high-pressure coolant can be ejected
forcefully through the ejection port. Particularly when air
is used as the coolant, it is more difficult to supply an
amount of coolant (air) required to cool the tool than with
other types of coolant, and therefore increasing the pres-
sure of the coolant using the rectifying member is ex-
tremely advantageous in terms of enabling forceful ejec-
tion of the high-pressure coolant through the ejection

port.
[0044] The tool holder described above may further
include a vane portion that is provided between the tu-
bular wall of the cover and the tool attachment portion to
push the coolant out toward the tip end surface of the
tool attachment portion.
[0045] By providing the vane portion between the tu-
bular wall of the cover and the tool attachment portion,
the coolant can be pushed out toward the tip end surface
of the tool attachment portion, and therefore the high-
pressure coolant can be ejected forcefully through the
ejection port in the bottom surface of the cover. Particu-
larly when air is used as the coolant, it is more difficult to
supply the amount of coolant (air) required to cool the
tool than with other types of coolant, and therefore pro-
viding the vane portion is extremely advantageous in
terms of enabling forceful ejection of the high-pressure
coolant through the ejection port.
[0046] In this case, an inner race of the bearing fixed
to the outer periphery of the tool attachment portion may
include, on the tip end surface side of the tool attachment
portion, an extension portion that is not covered by an
outer race of the bearing, and the vane portion may be
provided on the extension portion of the inner race.
[0047] In so doing, the vane portion rotates together
with rotation of the inner race fixed to the outer periphery
of the tool attachment portion such that the coolant is
pushed out toward the tip end surface of the tool attach-
ment portion. Hence, there is no need to provide a power
supply for driving the vane portion. Moreover, since the
vane portion is provided on the extension portion of the
inner race, an increase in a number of components can
be suppressed.
[0048] The tool holder described above may further
include a blocking portion that prevents the coolant from
flowing out of a space between the cover and the tool
attachment portion such that the space is filled with the
coolant in a pressurized condition.
[0049] By preventing the coolant from flowing out of
the space between the cover and the tool attachment
portion using the blocking portion in this manner, the
pressurized coolant filling the space can function as a
damper to dampen vibration and chatter by the tool at-
tachment portion, and as a result, a reduction in machin-
ing precision and wear on the tool can be prevented. Note
that the reason why the coolant filling the space between
the cover and the tool attachment portion functions as a
damper is that the cover is prevented from co-rotating
with the tool attachment portion by the stopper, and there-
fore the cover remains stationary such that the tool holder
and the cover are independent of each other.
[0050] In the tool holder described above, the ejection
port is preferably provided in a plurality around the
through hole in the bottom surface, and the respective
ejection ports preferably have different incline angles rel-
ative to the tool axial center direction.
[0051] By providing the plurality of ejection ports at dif-
ferent incline angles relative to the tool axial center di-
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rection in this manner, the coolant can be ejected in a
plurality of directions, with the result that the coolant can
be supplied over a wide range. Therefore, when the cool-
ant is blocked by the work piece so that the coolant cannot
easily be supplied to the work part, the coolant ejected
through one of the ejection ports can reach the work part.
[0052] Further, during machining using a drill or a tap,
cutting oil cannot be supplied directly to a work part in an
interior of a hole formed in the work piece, and therefore
the coolant must be ejected toward a gap between a pe-
ripheral edge of the hole in a surface of the work piece
and the tool so that the coolant is supplied to the interior
of the hole through the gap. When the tool is a drill or a
tap, however, the tool holder gradually approaches the
work piece as the work progresses, and therefore a po-
sition in which the coolant lands on the work piece does
not remain constant. By providing the plurality of ejection
ports at different incline angles relative to the tool axial
center direction, however, the coolant ejected through
one of the ejection ports can always reach the gap be-
tween the peripheral edge of the hole in the surface of
the work piece and the tool. Therefore, coolant can al-
ways be supplied to the interior of the hole through the
gap, whereby the work part in the interior of the hole can
be cooled and discharge of swarf (chips) can be promot-
ed.
[0053] In the tool holder described above, the ejection
port may be formed by connecting a circular portion to
an elongated hole portion that has a width which is small-
er than a diameter of the circular portion and extends
from the circular portion in a direction heading away from
the through hole, and an incline angle of the elongated
hole portion relative to a tool center direction may be
larger than an incline angle of the circular portion relative
to the tool center direction.
[0054] By employing an ejection port having this
shape, a jet of coolant ejected through the circular portion
so as to drip down comparatively along the tool is pushed
toward the tool by the coolant ejected through the elon-
gated hole portion, and therefore the coolant can be sup-
plied to the tool over a wide range. Accordingly, the
number of ejection ports can be reduced, leading to a
reduction in an overall opening surface area of the ejec-
tion ports, and as a result, a reduction in the pressure of
the coolant ejected through the ejection ports can be sup-
pressed.
[0055] In the tool holder described above, the cover is
preferably configured such that at least the bottom sur-
face can be attached and detached freely.
[0056] The position of the ejection port in the bottom
surface of the cover, the diameter of the ejection port,
and the incline angle of the ejection port relative to the
tool axial center direction are preferably varied in accord-
ance with dimensions of the tool (in particular a length of
the tool), the type of the tool, working conditions, and so
on. Hence, by configuring the bottom surface of the cover,
in which the ejection port is provided, to be freely attach-
able and detachable, a cover having a suitable ejection

port can be attached to the tool holder, with the result
that the coolant can be supplied toward the work part
even more effectively.
[0057] A machine tool according to the present inven-
tion includes the tool holder described above.
[0058] The machine tool includes the tool holder de-
scribed above, and therefore the effect of centrifugal
force on the ejected coolant can be greatly suppressed,
and the need to provide an oil feeding hole in the interior
of the tool can be eliminated.
[0059] According to the present invention, the cover is
attached so as to cover the outer periphery and the tip
end surface of the tool attachment portion, the cover is
prevented from co-rotating with the rotation of the tool
holder (the tool attachment portion) by the bearing and
the stopper, and the coolant is ejected through the ejec-
tion port provided in the bottom surface of the cover, and
therefore the effect of centrifugal force on the ejected
coolant can be suppressed greatly. As a result, the cool-
ant can be supplied to a desired position.
[0060] Further, since the coolant is ejected through the
ejection port provided in the bottom surface of the cover,
there is no need to provide an oil feeding hole in the
interior of the tool, in contrast to a conventional cutter
through method.
[0061] Moreover, the through hole penetrated by the
tool is provided in the bottom surface of the cover, and
the coolant is ejected through the ejection port disposed
on the periphery of the through hole, and therefore the
ejection port can be positioned close to the work part. As
a result, the coolant can be supplied precisely to the work
part.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0062]

Fig. 1 is a view showing an example of a configura-
tion of a tool holder according to a first embodiment,
wherein Fig. 1A is an overall sectional view of the
tool holder, and Fig. 1B is a view showing in detail a
structure for enclosing a bearing;
Fig. 2 is an A-A sectional view of Fig. 1A;
Fig. 3 is a view showing an example of an arrange-
ment of an ejection port through which cutting oil is
ejected, wherein Fig. 3A is a plan view, Fig. 3B is a
B-B sectional view of Fig. 3A, Fig. 3C is a C-C sec-
tional view of Fig. 3A, and Fig. 3D is a D-D sectional
view of Fig. 3A;
Fig. 4 is a sectional view showing a structure of a
cutting oil flow passage around the bearing;
Fig. 5 is a view showing an example of a configura-
tion of an outer race in which a third flow passage is
provided, wherein Fig. 5A is a sectional view, Fig.
5B is a view seen from a direction E in Fig. 5A, and
Fig. 5C is a view seen from a direction F in Fig. 5B;
Fig. 6 is a view showing a manner in which a whirl-
stop ring is restrained by a stopper;
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Fig. 7 is an enlarged view of a region indicated by a
reference symbol G in Fig. 6;
Fig. 8 is a view illustrating a relationship between an
outer diameter of the whirl-stop ring and a stroke of
an air cylinder, wherein Fig. 8A shows a case in
which a tool attachment portion has a small diameter
and Fig. 8B shows a case in which the tool attach-
ment portion has a large diameter;
Fig. 9 is a view showing another example of a con-
figuration of a cover including an ejection port,
wherein Fig. 9A is a plan view and Fig. 9B is an H-
H sectional view of Fig. 9A;
Fig. 10 is a view showing an example of a configu-
ration of a tool holder according to a second embod-
iment, wherein Fig. 10A is a sectional view showing
an outline of the tool holder, and Fig. 10B is an en-
larged view of a part I in Fig. 10A;
Fig. 11 is a view showing an example of a configu-
ration of a rectifying member provided in a first flow
passage of the tool holder, wherein Fig. 11A is a plan
view and Fig. 11B is a J-J sectional view of Fig. 11A;
and
Fig. 12 is a perspective view showing an example of
a configuration of a vane portion provided between
a cover of the tool holder and an outer periphery of
a tool attachment portion.

BEST MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0063] Embodiments of the present invention will be
described below in accordance with the attached draw-
ings. Note, however, that unless specific description is
provided to the contrary, dimensions, materials, shapes,
relative arrangements, and so on of constituent compo-
nents described in the embodiments are not intended to
limit the scope of the present invention, and are merely
illustrative examples.

[First Embodiment]

[0064] Fig. 1 is a view showing an example of a con-
figuration of a tool holder according to a first embodiment,
wherein Fig. 1A is an overall sectional view of the tool
holder, and Fig. 1B is a view showing in detail a structure
for enclosing a bearing. Fig. 2 is an A-A sectional view
of Fig. 1A. Fig. 3 is a view showing an example of an
arrangement of an ejection port through which cutting oil
is ejected, wherein Fig. 3A is a plan view, Fig. 3B is a B-
B sectional view of Fig. 3A, Fig. 3C is a C-C sectional
view of Fig. 3A, and Fig. 3D is a D-D sectional view of
Fig. 3A.
[0065] As shown in Fig. 1A, a tool holder 1 is used to
attach a tool T to a main shaft (a spindle) S, and includes
a milling chuck main body 2, a cover 20, a bearing 30,
and a stopper 40.
[0066] A shank portion 2A that is gripped by the main
shaft S is provided on a base end side of the milling chuck
main body 2. The shank portion 2A is a so-called BT

(bottle grip taper) shank in which a pull stud 3 is screwed
to an end portion thereof. Further, a draw bar (not shown)
is provided in an interior of the main shaft S to be capable
of moving in an axial direction thereof. By operating the
draw bar such that the pull stud 3 is drawn to the main
shaft S side, the tool holder 1 (the milling chuck main
body 2) is fixed to the main shaft S.
[0067] Note that an HSK shank, a KM shank, an NT
shank, or a shank of any other desired shape may be
used instead of a BT shank as the shank portion 2A.
[0068] A tool attachment portion 2B having an insertion
port 4 that opens onto a tip end surface 5 of the milling
chuck main body 2 is provided on a tip end side of the
milling chuck main body 2. The tool T is inserted into the
insertion port 4 of the tool attachment portion 2B and
fixed by a fastening force of a collet 6. The tool T is fixed
by the collet 6 as follows.
[0069] As shown in Fig. 2, the collet 6 is provided with
a plurality of slits 7, and a part of a contact surface thereof
that contacts an inner wall of the insertion port 4 of the
tool attachment portion 2B is tapered (see Fig. 1A).
Therefore, the collet 6 decreases in diameter while mov-
ing toward the main shaft S side and increases in diam-
eter while moving in an opposite direction.
[0070] A fastening bolt 8 is screwed to one end of the
collet 6 such that the collet 6 and the fastening bolt 8 are
integrated. Further, a fastening nut 10 is fixed in an inte-
rior of the milling chuck main body 2 by a fastening nut
fixing bolt 11. A male screw of the fastening bolt 8 and a
female screw of the fastening nut 10 are screwed togeth-
er in a screw portion 12.
[0071] When the tool T is to be attached to the milling
chuck main body 2, a fastening bolt hexagonal portion
14 provided on an end portion of the fastening bolt 8 is
rotated by a dedicated hexagonal wrench such that the
fastening bolt 8 is caused to retreat (move to the main
shaft S side) in the axial direction thereof. As a result,
the collet 6 moves to the main shaft S side together with
the fastening bolt 8, thereby decreasing in diameter so
as to grip the tool T.
[0072] When the tool T is to be detached from the mill-
ing chuck main body 2, on the other hand, the fastening
bolt hexagonal portion 14 is rotated in an opposite direc-
tion. As a result, the collet 6 moves to the opposite side
to the main shaft S together with the fastening bolt 8,
thereby increasing in diameter so as to release its grip
on the tool T.
[0073] The cover 20 is configured to have an overall
cup shape, and as shown in Fig. 1A, includes a tubular
wall 22 covering an outer periphery of the tool attachment
portion 2B, and a bottom surface 24 covering the tip end
surface 5 of the tool attachment portion 2B. The tubular
wall 22 is formed in a cylindrical shape including an outer
race 34 of the bearing 30.
[0074] A through hole 21 penetrated by the tool T, and
an ejection port 23 disposed on a periphery of the through
hole 21, through which a cutting fluid C is ejected, are
provided in the bottom surface 24 of the cover 20. The
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ejection port 23 is inclined relative to a tool axial center
direction so as to come steadily closer to an outer pe-
ripheral surface of the tool T while heading away from
the main shaft S, and an incline angle α thereof is pref-
erably adjusted appropriately so that the cutting oil C can
be supplied to a desired position of the tool T.
[0075] Further, as shown in Fig. 3, a plurality of ejection
ports 23 (23-1, 23-2, ..., 23-6) may be provided at respec-
tively different incline angles α (α1, α2, ..., α6) relative
to the tool axial center direction. For example, the incline
angles α may be set such as α1 = 45°, α2 = 40°, α3 =
35°, α4 = 30°, α5 = 25°, and α6 = 20°.
[0076] By providing the plurality of ejection ports 23
(23-1, 23-2, ..., 23-6) at different incline angles α relative
to the tool axial center direction in this manner, the cutting
oil C can be ejected in a plurality of directions, with the
result that the cutting oil C can be supplied over a wide
range. Therefore, when the cutting oil C is blocked by a
work piece so that the cutting oil C cannot easily be sup-
plied to the work part, the cutting oil C ejected through
one of the ejection ports 23 can reach the work part.
[0077] Note that the incline angles α of the respective
ejection ports 23 are preferably adjusted in accordance
with a length of the tool T, and in a case where a plurality
of types of tools T having different lengths are handled,
covers 20 including ejection ports 23 with incline angles
α that correspond to the lengths of the respective tools
T are preferably prepared in advance.
[0078] Further, during machining using a drill or a tap,
cutting oil cannot be supplied directly to a work part in an
interior of a hole formed in the work piece, and therefore
the cutting oil must be ejected toward a gap between a
peripheral edge of the hole in a surface of the work piece
and the tool so that the cutting oil is supplied to the interior
of the hole through the gap. When the tool T is a drill or
a tap, however, the tool holder 1 (the bottom surface 24
of the cover 20) gradually approaches the work piece as
the work progresses, and therefore a position in which
the cutting oil C ejected through the ejection port 23 lands
on the work piece does not remain constant. By providing
the plurality of ejection ports 23 (23-1, 23-2, ..., 23-6) at
different incline angles α, relative to the tool axial center
direction, however, the cutting oil C ejected through one
of the ejection ports 23 can always reach the gap between
the peripheral edge of the hole in the surface of the work
piece and the tool. Therefore, cutting oil can always be
supplied to the interior of the hole through the gap, where-
by the work part in the interior of the hole can be cooled
and discharge of swarf (chips) can be promoted.
[0079] The cover 20 is preferably configured such that
at least the bottom surface 24 can be attached and de-
tached freely. For example, the bottom surface 24 and a
part of the tubular wall 22 (a part of the tubular wall 22
other than the outer race 34) may be configured to be
screwable to the outer race 34 by a screw portion 38 (see
Fig. 4).
[0080] A position, a diameter, and the incline angle rel-
ative to the tool axial center direction of the ejection port

23 in the bottom surface 24 are preferably varied in ac-
cordance with dimensions of the tool T (in particular, the
length of the tool T), the type of the tool T, working con-
ditions, and so on. Hence, when at least the bottom sur-
face 24 is configured to be freely attachable and detach-
able, the cutting oil C can be supplied toward the work
part more effectively using the bottom surface 24 (and
the part of the tubular wall 22) having the ejection port
23 that is suitable for use with the corresponding tool T
by exchanging the part including the bottom surface 24.
[0081] A first flow passage 16 is formed in respective
interiors of the shank portion 2A and the tool attachment
portion 2B such that the cutting oil C is led between the
tip end surface 5 of the tool attachment portion 2B and
the bottom surface 24 of the cover 20 from the main shaft
S side through the first flow passage 16. As shown by an
arrow in Fig. 1, the first flow passage 16 is constituted
by an internal flow passage of the pull stud 3 and the
fastening bolt 8, and the slits 7 (see Fig. 2) of the collet
6. Note that a part of the cutting oil C led between the tip
end surface 5 of the tool attachment portion 2B and the
bottom surface 24 of the cover 20 through the first flow
passage 16 is ejected toward the tool T through the ejec-
tion port 23, while the remainder is supplied to the bearing
30 through a second flow passage 18, to be described
below.
[0082] By providing the first flow passage 16 through
which the cutting oil C supplied from the main shaft S
side flows in the respective interiors of the shank portion
2A and the tool attachment portion 2B in this manner, a
flow passage for the cutting oil C extending from the main
shaft S to the ejection port 23 is connected simply by
attaching the tool holder 1 to the main shaft S. As a result,
the tool holder 1 can be applied to an exchange operation
by an ATC (Automatic Tool Changer) easily.
[0083] The bearing 30 is a ball bearing in which a plu-
rality of balls are enclosed between an inner race 32 fixed
to an outer periphery of the tool attachment portion 2B
and the outer race 34 constituting a part of the tubular
wall 22 of the cover 20. The inner race 32 of the bearing
30 rotates at high speed together with the milling chuck
main body 2. Meanwhile, a whirl-stop ring 26 attached
to the outer race 34 of the bearing 30 is restrained by the
stopper 40, to be described below, and therefore the out-
er race 34 remains stationary.
[0084] The bearing 30 is enclosed as follows. First, an
R groove 35 is formed on an inner peripheral side of the
outer race 34 in a condition where a plug bolt 37 is
screwed into a bearing inlet hole 33 provided in the outer
race 34. The plug bolt 37 is then removed, whereupon
the outer race 34 is attached to the inner race 32 and the
bearing 30 is introduced into the R groove 35 between
the inner race 32 and the outer race 34 through the bear-
ing inlet hole 33. The bearing inlet hole 33 is then plugged
by the plug bolt 37 having the R groove 35 formed in a
tip end thereof. As a result, the bearing 30 is enclosed in
the R groove 35 between the inner race 32 and the outer
race 34. Note that a male screw formed on the plug bolt
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37 and a female screw formed in the bearing inlet hole
33, to which the male screw is screwed, are provided
only on a base end side of the plug bolt 37 and an outer
peripheral side of the outer race 34 such that when the
plug bolt 37 is screwed into the bearing inlet hole 33, a
position of the plug bolt 37 is restricted. Thus, a gap be-
tween the bearing 30 and the R groove 35 in the plug
bolt 37 can be adjusted with a high degree of precision.
[0085] Further, the second flow passage 18, through
which a part of the cutting oil C led between the tip end
surface 5 of the tool attachment portion 2B and the bottom
surface 24 of the cover 20 via the first flow passage 16
flows toward the bearing 30, is provided between the
tubular wall 22 and the outer periphery of the tool attach-
ment portion 2B. The cutting oil C supplied to the bearing
30 through the second flow passage 18 cools and lubri-
cates the bearing 30 so as to prevent seizure of the bear-
ing 30.
[0086] Hence, seizure does not occur in the bearing
30 even when the tool T is rotated at high speed, and
therefore a stable machining operation can be per-
formed. The inventor has confirmed in actuality that sei-
zure does not occur in the bearing 30 under a tool rotation
speed condition of approximately 20,000 rpm when the
aqueous cutting oil C is supplied to the bearing 30 through
the second flow passage 18.
[0087] A flow of the cutting oil C around the bearing 30
will now be described in detail. Fig. 4 is a sectional view
showing a structure of a cutting oil flow passage around
the bearing 30.
[0088] As shown in the drawing, a gap 36 (36A, 36B,
36C) is provided between the inner race 32 and the outer
race 34 over an entire circumference thereof. The cutting
oil passing through the second flow passage 18 between
the tubular wall 22 and the outer periphery of the tool
attachment portion 2B cools and lubricates the bearing
30 while flowing through the gap 36 (36A, 36B, 36C).
After cooling and lubricating the bearing 30, the cutting
oil is discharged through a third flow passage 50, as
shown by an arrow in Fig. 4. The third flow passage 50
is constituted by a communicating hole 52 through which
the cutting oil flows outward in a radial direction from the
R groove enclosing the bearing 30, an upper surface
groove 53 through which the cutting oil flows outward in
the radial direction after passing through the gap 36C so
as to reach an upper surface of the outer race 34, and a
through hole 54 in which the cutting oil from the commu-
nicating hole 52 and the cutting oil from the upper surface
groove 53 converge before being discharged downward.
[0089] By providing the third flow passage 50 to pro-
mote discharge of the cutting oil C following cooling and
lubrication of the bearing 30, stagnation of the cutting oil
C on the periphery of the bearing 30 can be prevented
such that fresh cutting oil C is always supplied to the
bearing 30, with the result that cooling and lubrication
can be performed efficiently. Further, the cutting oil C
flows gently from the bearing 30 toward the outside
through the third flow passage 50, and therefore inter-

mixing of air bubbles from the outside as the bearing 30
rotates can be prevented. Moreover, even when foreign
matter becomes intermixed in the cutting oil for some
reason, the foreign matter can be discharged to the out-
side reliably so as not to impair the functions of the bear-
ing 30.
[0090] A width of the gap 36B sandwiched between
the bearings 30 on two rows is preferably set to be greater
than respective widths of the other gaps 36A and 36C.
As a result, the cutting oil C can be supplied to the bear-
ings 30 on a second row (the bearings 30 on an upper
side in Fig. 4) with stability. Further, by making the width
of the gap 36C that serves as a flow passage immediately
after the bearings 30 on the second row the smallest
width in the gap 36 (36A, 36B, 36C) such that the cutting
oil flows through the communicating hole 52 at a sufficient
pressure, stagnation in the bearing 30 can be prevented
such that cooling and lubrication can be performed with
increased efficiency, while intermixing of air bubbles can
be prevented and discharge of foreign matter can be pro-
moted effectively. For example, the width of the gap 36B
may be set at approximately 0.5 mm, the width of the gap
36A may be set at approximately 0.2 mm, and the width
of the gap 36C may be set at approximately 0.05 mm.
[0091] Note that widths (or diameters) of the commu-
nicating hole 52, the upper surface groove 53, and the
through hole 54 are preferably set to be greater than the
width of the gap 36A that serves as a flow passage im-
mediately before the bearings 30 on a first row (in other
words, a flow passage width on an inlet side of the third
flow passage 50). As a result, discharge of the cutting oil
following cooling and lubrication of the bearing 30 can
be promoted, and stagnation of the cutting oil on the pe-
riphery of the bearing 30 can be prevented such that fresh
cutting oil is supplied to the bearing 30 at all times, where-
by cooling and lubrication can be performed more effi-
ciently. For example, the diameter of the communicating
hole 52 may be set at approximately 0.3 mm, and the
respective widths (diameters) of the upper surface
groove 53 and the through hole 54 may be set at approx-
imately 0.5 mm.
[0092] Further, the outer race 34 and the whirl-stop
ring 26 may be configured as separate bodies, and the
third flow passage 50 may be formed in the outer race
34 alone. As shown in Fig. 4, for example, the whirl-stop
ring 26 may be attached detachably to the outer periphery
of the outer race 34, in which the third flow passage 50
is formed in advance, using a set screw 29.
[0093] By providing the outer race 34 separately from
the whirl-stop ring 26, when the outer race 34 or the whirl-
stop ring 26 is damaged or broken, the damaged or bro-
ken component alone can be replaced selectively.
[0094] Further, by forming the third flow passage 50
only in the outer race 34, machining can be performed
easily, enabling a reduction in manufacturing cost. This
will now be described using Fig. 5. Fig. 5 is a view showing
an example of a configuration of the outer race 34 in
which the third flow passage 50 is provided, wherein Fig.
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5A is a sectional view, Fig. 5B is a view seen from a
direction E in Fig. 5A, and Fig. 5C is a view seen from a
direction F in Fig. 5B.
[0095] The third flow passage 50 constituted by the
communicating hole 52, the upper surface groove 53,
and the through hole 54 is provided in a plurality (in six
locations at sixty-degree intervals, for example) in a cir-
cumferential direction. The communicating hole 52 com-
municating with the R groove 35 that guides the bearing
30 can be formed easily by performing hole punching
from the outer peripheral side of the outer race 34. Fur-
ther, the upper surface groove 53 and the through hole
54 can be formed easily by performing cutting on an up-
per surface or an outer peripheral surface of the outer
race 34. Hence, in comparison with a case where the
third flow passage 50 is formed in the integrally provided
outer race 34 and whirl-stop ring 26, machining of the
third flow passage 50 can be performed easily, enabling
a reduction in manufacturing cost.
[0096] As shown in Fig. 1A, the stopper 40 includes a
whirl-stop pin 42 that engages with a recessed portion
27 provided in an outer periphery of the whirl-stop ring
26, a piston rod 46 that supports the whirl-stop pin 42 via
a spring 44, and an air cylinder 48 that causes the piston
rod 46 to advance and retreat. Note that the air cylinder
48 may be fixed to a Z axis on the machine tool side.
[0097] When the piston rod 46 is moved in a lengthwise
direction thereof by driving force from the air cylinder 48
such that the whirl-stop pin 42 is inserted into the re-
cessed portion 27 of the whirl-stop ring 26, the whirl-stop
ring 26 is latched. Note that the piston rod 46 is disposed
above the whirl-stop ring 26 such that the lengthwise di-
rection thereof is diagonal relative to the axial center di-
rection of the tool T, and therefore interference between
the work piece and the piston rod 46 and air cylinder 48
can be prevented.
[0098] Fig. 6 is a view showing a manner in which the
whirl-stop ring 26 is restrained by the stopper 40. Fig. 7
is an enlarged view of a region indicated by a reference
symbol G in Fig. 6.
[0099] As shown in Fig. 6, the recessed portion 27 is
provided in the outer periphery of the whirl-stop ring 26
in a large number over the entire circumference of the
whirl-stop ring 26. A width W (see Fig. 7) of the recessed
portion 27 in the circumferential direction of the whirl-stop
ring 26 is set to be greater on an outer peripheral side
than an inner peripheral side so that the whirl-stop pin
42 can be inserted into the recessed portion 27 easily.
Further, the spring 44 is provided on a base end side of
the whirl-stop pin 42, and therefore, when the whirl-stop
pin 42 pressed against the outer periphery of the whirl-
stop ring 26 deviates slightly from a position of the re-
cessed portion 27, the spring 44 bends such that the
whirl-stop pin 42 enters the recessed portion 27. More-
over, a tip end of the whirl-stop pin 42 is spherical, and
therefore the whirl-stop pin 42 enters the recessed por-
tion 27 smoothly without becoming caught on an outer
surface of the whirl-stop ring 26. Hence, the tool holder

1 can be applied to an exchange operation by an ATC
(Automatic Tool Changer) easily.
[0100] Further, a circumferential direction gap be-
tween the recessed portion 27 and the whirl-stop pin 42
(in other words, a difference between the width W of the
recessed portion 27 and a diameter D of the tip end of
the whirl-stop pin 42) in a condition where the whirl-stop
pin 42 is engaged with the recessed portion 27 is pref-
erably no smaller than 0.1 mm and no larger than 0.5 mm.
[0101] By making the circumferential direction gap be-
tween the recessed portion 27 of the whirl-stop ring 26
and the whirl-stop pin 42 in the engaged condition no
smaller than 0.1 mm, the whirl-stop pin 42 can be inserted
into the recessed portion 27 easily. By making the gap
no larger than 0.5 mm, meanwhile, it is possible to avoid
situations in which the whirl-stop ring 26 rotates when a
tool such as a tap is rotated in reverse such that the cut-
ting oil C ejected through the ejection port 23 is affected
by centrifugal force, or the whirl-stop pin 42 collides with
a wall surface 28 of the recessed portion 27 such that an
impact is generated.
[0102] Further, an outer diameter of the whirl-stop ring
26 provided with the recessed portion 27 may be made
substantially constant, regardless of the diameter of the
tool attachment portion 2B.
[0103] Fig. 8 is a view illustrating a relationship be-
tween the outer diameter of the whirl-stop ring 26 and a
stroke of the air cylinder 48, wherein Fig. 8A shows a
case in which the tool attachment portion 2B has a small
diameter and Fig. 8B shows a case in which the tool
attachment portion 2B has a large diameter.
[0104] As shown in Figs. 8A and 8B, by making an
outer diameter D of the whirl-stop ring 26 substantially
constant, the whirl-stop pin 42 can be engaged with the
recessed portion 27 of the whirl-stop ring 26 when moved
by an identical stroke L even if the diameter of the tool
attachment portion 2B is different. Hence, even when the
tool holder 1 is applied to automatic exchange by an ATC
(Automatic Tool Changer), there is no need to modify the
stroke of the air cylinder 48 for each tool holder 1. As a
result, the tool holder 1 can be applied to automatic ex-
change by the ATC easily.
[0105] In this embodiment, as described above, the
cover 20 is attached so as to cover the outer periphery
and the tip end surface 5 of the tool attachment portion
2B, the cover 20 is prevented from co-rotating with the
rotation of the tool holder 1 (the tool attachment portion
2B) by the bearing 30 and the stopper 40, and the cutting
oil C is ejected through the ejection port 23 provided in
the bottom surface 24 of the cover 20, and therefore the
effect of centrifugal force on the ejected cutting oil C can
be suppressed greatly. As a result, the cutting oil C can
be supplied to a desired position.
[0106] Further, since the cutting oil C is ejected through
the ejection port 23 provided in the bottom surface 24 of
the cover 20, there is no need to provide an oil feeding
hole in the interior of the tool T, in contrast to a conven-
tional cutter through method.
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[0107] Moreover, the through hole 21 penetrated by
the tool T is provided in the bottom surface 24 of the cover
20, and the cutting oil is ejected through the ejection port
23 disposed on the periphery of the through hole 21, and
therefore the ejection port 23 can be positioned close to
the work part. As a result, the cutting oil can be supplied
precisely to the work part.
[0108] Note that in this embodiment, an example (see
Figs. 8A and 8B) in which the whirl-stop ring 26 is formed
with a substantially constant outer diameter regardless
of the diameter of the tool attachment portion 2B in order
to make the stroke of the air cylinder 48 constant was
described, but a device in which there is no need to modify
the stroke of the air cylinder 48 even when a whirl-stop
ring 26 having an outer diameter that corresponds to the
diameter of the tool attachment portion 2B is used can
be realized in a following manner. In so doing, the tool
holder 1 can be applied to automatic exchange by an
ATC easily, and at the same time, compactness can be
achieved in the whirl-stop ring 26.
[0109] The stroke of the air cylinder 48 is set in align-
ment with the tool holder having the tool attachment por-
tion 2B with the smallest diameter (in other words, the
tool holder having the whirl-stop ring 26 with the smallest
outer diameter), from among the tool holders used by the
ATC (Automatic Tool Changer) . In other words, the
stroke of the air cylinder 48 is set such that the whirl-stop
pin 42 reaches the recessed portions 27 of the whirl-stop
ring 26 having the smallest outer diameter. This stroke
set value is used in common among all of the tool holders
used by the ATC (Automatic Tool Changer). When the
tool holder having the tool attachment portion 2B with the
largest diameter is used and the air cylinder 48 attempts
to move the whirl-stop pin 42 by the stroke set value, the
spring 44 contracts so as to absorb the surplus stroke.
At this time, a natural length and/or a spring constant of
the spring 44 is preferably adjusted such that the engage-
ment between the whirl-stop pin 42 and the recessed
portion 27 of the whirl-stop ring 26 is not impaired by
excessive elastic force when the spring 44 contracts.
[0110] Further, in this case, a speed at which the piston
rod 46 is extruded by the air cylinder 48 may be set to
decrease in stages during an extrusion operation to al-
leviate an impact occurring upon contact between the
whirl-stop pin 42 and the recessed portion 27 of the whirl-
stop ring 26. For example, when a stroke at which the
whirl-stop pin 42 contacts the recessed portion 27 during
use of the tool holder having the tool attachment portion
2B with the largest diameter is set at L0, the extrusion
speed of the piston rod 46 may be varied about an arbi-
trary threshold Lth (< L0). In other words, the extrusion
speed of the piston rod 46 may be increased within a
stroke range of 0 < L < Lth, and reduced within a stroke
range of Lth ≤ L. Thus, even when the tool holder having
the tool attachment portion 2B with the largest diameter
is used, the extrusion speed of the piston rod 46 is re-
duced before the whirl-stop pin 42 contacts the recessed
portion 27 (i.e. when the stroke reaches the threshold

Lth), and therefore the impact occurring upon contact
between the whirl-stop pin 42 and the recessed portion
27 of the whirl-stop ring 26 is alleviated.
[0111] Furthermore, in this embodiment, an example
in which the circular ejection port 23 (see Fig. 3A) is
formed in the bottom surface 24 of the cover 20 was
described, but the shape of the ejection port 23 is not
limited to this example, and the ejection port 23 may take
any desired shape.
[0112] Fig. 9 is a view showing another example of the
cover 20 in which the ejection port 23 is formed in a dif-
ferent shape, wherein Fig. 9A is a plan view and Fig. 9B
is an H-H sectional view of Fig. 9A. As shown in Figs. 9A
and 9B, the ejection port 23 may have a shape whereby
a circular portion 60 is connected to an elongated hole
portion 62 that extends from the circular portion 60 in a
direction heading away from the through hole 21 pene-
trated by the tool T. A width W2 of the elongated hole
portion 62 is smaller than a diameter D2 of the circular
portion 60. Further, incline angles γ1, γ2 of the elongated
hole portion 62 relative to a tool center direction are larger
than incline angles β1, β2 of the circular portion 60 relative
to the tool center direction. Note that a plurality of the
ejection ports 23 may be provided in the bottom surface
24 of the cover 20, and the incline angles of the circular
portions 60 and elongated hole portions 62 of the respec-
tive ejection ports 23 relative to the tool center direction
may be varied.
[0113] When the ejection port 23 constituted by the
circular portion 60 and the elongated hole portion 62 is
used, a jet of cutting oil ejected through the circular por-
tion 60 so as to drip down comparatively along the tool
T is pushed toward the tool T side by a jet of cutting oil
ejected through the elongated hole portion 62, whereby
the cutting oil can be supplied to the tool T over a wide
range. Accordingly, the number of ejection ports 23 can
be reduced, leading to a reduction in an overall opening
surface area of the ejection ports 23, and as a result, a
reduction in the pressure of the cutting oil ejected through
the ejection ports 23 can be suppressed.
[0114] Further, a C surface 63 is preferably formed by
selectively chamfering a region far from the through hole
21 on a peripheral edge of the elongated hole portion 62
on an inside surface of the bottom surface 24 of the cover
20. In so doing, the pressure of the cutting oil ejected
through the elongated hole portion 62 is increased while
flowing along the C surface 63 by a resulting sectional
area reduction, and therefore a momentum of the cutting
oil ejected through the elongated hole portion 62 can be
increased.
[0115] Furthermore, in this embodiment, an example
in which the stopper 40 is configured to facilitate appli-
cation of the tool holder 1 to automatic exchange by an
ATC was described, but as long as the stopper 40 is
capable of preventing co-rotation of the cover 20, there
are no particular limitations on the configuration thereof,
and the stopper 40 may be configured as desired.
[0116] Moreover, in this embodiment, an example in
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which cutting oil is ejected through the ejection port 23
was described, but another coolant, such as mist or air,
may be used instead of cutting oil.
[0117] Further, in this embodiment, a ball bearing in
which balls are enclosed between the inner race 32 and
the outer race 34 was cited as an example of the bearing
30, but there are no particular limitations on the bearing
30, and any bearing capable of supporting the whirl-stop
ring 26 on the outer peripheral surface of the tool attach-
ment portion 2B to be free to rotate relative thereto may
be used.
[0118] Furthermore, in this embodiment, an example
in which the air cylinder 48 is used to move the whirl-stop
pin 42 was described, but any desired actuator, such as
a hydraulic cylinder or a motor, may be used instead of
the air cylinder 48.

[Second Embodiment]

[0119] Next, a tool holder according to a second em-
bodiment will be described. In the following description,
locations shared by the tool holder 1 according to the first
embodiment have been allocated identical reference
symbols, and description thereof has been omitted. The
tool holder according to this embodiment will be de-
scribed while focusing on differences with the tool holder
1 according to the first embodiment.
[0120] Fig. 10 is a view showing an example of a con-
figuration of the tool holder according to the second em-
bodiment, wherein Fig. 10A is a sectional view showing
an outline of the tool holder according to this embodiment,
and Fig. 10B is an enlarged view of a part I in Fig. 10A.
Fig. 11 is a view showing an example of a configuration
of a rectifying member provided in the first flow passage
16 of the tool holder, wherein Fig. 11A is a plan view and
Fig. 11B is a J-J sectional view of Fig. 11A. Fig. 12 is a
perspective view showing an example of a configuration
of a vane portion provided between the cover 20 of the
tool holder and the outer periphery of the tool attachment
portion 2B.
[0121] As shown in Fig. 10A, in a tool holder 100 ac-
cording to this embodiment, a rectifying member (a pres-
sure controller) 70 is screwed to the end portion of the
fastening bolt 8. As shown in Figs. 11A and 11B, a pair
of substantially ring-shaped through holes 74A, 74B
forming a part of the first flow passage 16 are formed in
the rectifying member 70 so as to surround a projecting
portion 72 that projects in an opposite direction to a cool-
ant (cutting oil, mist, air, or the like) flow direction through
the first flow passage 16. Further, the rectifying member
70 is formed in an overall substantially cylindrical shape,
and a male screw 78 that is screwed to the female screw
formed in the end portion of the fastening bolt 8 is pro-
vided on an outer peripheral surface thereof. Outlet por-
tions 76 of the respective through holes 74A, 74B are
bent outward in a radial direction of the rectifying member
70. A bend angle θ of the outlet portion 76 relative to a
central axis of the rectifying member 70 is adjusted such

that the coolant flows toward a gap between a peripheral
edge of a rear end surface 71 of the tool T and an inner
wall surface of the tool attachment portion 2B (more spe-
cifically, an inside surface of the collet 6 or a wall surface
of the insertion hole 4 in a position corresponding to the
slits 7 in the collet 6).
[0122] By providing the rectifying member 70 on an
upstream side of the rear end surface 71 of the tool T in
the first flow passage 16 in this manner, the coolant flow-
ing through the first flow passage 16 is rectified and there-
by led to the aforesaid gap between the peripheral edge
of the rear end surface 71 of the tool T and the inner wall
surface of the tool attachment portion 2B. Accordingly,
the coolant can pass through the gap between the pe-
ripheral edge of the rear end surface 71 of the tool T and
the inner wall surface of the tool attachment portion 2B
smoothly, without impinging directly on the rear end sur-
face 71 of the tool T. As a result, a loss of momentum in
the flow of the coolant caused by impingement of the
coolant on the rear end surface 71 of the tool T can be
prevented.
[0123] In a case where air is used as the coolant, the
flow of the coolant (air) decreases particularly dramati-
cally in momentum when the coolant impinges on the
rear end surface 71 of the tool T. Therefore, providing
the rectifying member 70 is extremely advantageous in
terms of maintaining momentum in the flow of the coolant
(air).
[0124] Further, a sectional area of the first flow pas-
sage 16 in the interior of the rectifying member 70 (in
other words, a total sectional area of the through holes
74A, 74B) is smaller than a sectional area of the first flow
passage 16 on the upstream side of the rectifying mem-
ber 70. More specifically, the sectional area of the first
flow passage 16 is reduced gradually from the upstream
side to a downstream side of the first flow passage 16
by the projecting portion 72, and finally reaches the total
sectional area of the through holes 74A, 74B. Therefore,
the coolant flowing through the first flow passage 16 in-
creases in pressure while passing through the rectifying
member 70. Note that the projecting portion 72 of the
rectifying member 70 has a substantially conical shape
and does not therefore cause pressure loss in the cool-
ant. Hence, the coolant can be separated and led toward
the respective through holes 74A, 74B smoothly.
[0125] By narrowing the first flow passage 16 using the
rectifying member 70 so as to increase the pressure of
the coolant, as described above, a directivity of the cool-
ant flowing out through the outlet portions 76 toward a
desired position (the aforesaid gap between the periph-
eral edge of the rear end surface 71 of the tool T and the
inner wall surface of the tool attachment portion 2B) is
improved. Therefore, the coolant flowing through the first
flow passage 16 can be led more effectively to the gap
between the peripheral edge of the rear end surface 71
of the tool T and the inner wall surface of the tool attach-
ment portion 2B. Hence, the coolant can be supplied to
the ejection port 23 while maintaining a high pressure,
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and ejected forcefully through the ejection port 23.
[0126] Further, by increasing the pressure of the cool-
ant flowing through the first flow passage 16 using the
rectifying member 70, the high-pressure coolant can be
ejected forcefully through the ejection port 23. Particu-
larly when air is used as the coolant, it is more difficult to
supply an amount of coolant (air) required to cool the tool
T than with other types of coolant, and therefore increas-
ing the pressure of the coolant using the rectifying mem-
ber 70 is extremely advantageous in terms of enabling
forceful ejection of the high-pressure coolant through the
ejection port 23.
[0127] Note that the rectifying member 70 may be
formed from resin and manufactured using a known
method such as injection molding. In so doing, a manu-
facturing cost of the rectifying member 70 can be re-
duced. Accordingly, a plurality of rectifying members 70
having through holes 74A, 74B in various sizes and outlet
portions 76 formed at various bend angles θ relative to
the central axis of the rectifying member 70 may be pre-
pared in advance and used selectively as an appropriate
rectifying member 70 corresponding to the type of the
tool T.
[0128] Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 10A, in the tool
holder 100, a vane portion 80 is provided in the second
flow passage 18 between the tubular wall 22 of the cover
20 and the outer periphery of the tool attachment portion
28. As shown in Figs. 10A and 12, the vane portion 80
is provided integrally with the inner race 32 of the bearing
30. More specifically, the inner race 32 of the bearing 30
is extended to the type end surface 5 side of the tool
attachment portion 2B such that arm.extension portion
81 (see Fig. 12) not covered by the outer race 34 is formed
on the inner race 32, and the vane portion 80 is provided
on the extension portion 81. The vane portion 80 is con-
stituted by a recessed portion 82 formed by cutting away
an outer periphery of the extension portion 81, and a
projecting portion 8·44 provided on an outer peripheral
surface of the extension portion 801 along a boundary
of the recessed portion 82. The recessed portion 82 is
formed from a side wall surface 82A, an upper wall sur-
face 88 2B, and an inclined surface 82C. The inclined
surface 82C inclines so as to deviate in an opposite di-
rection to a rotation direction of the inner race 32 toward
the tip end surface 5 side of the tool attachment portion
2B. An incline angle of the inclined surface 82C relative
to a central axis of the inner race 32 may be salt within
a range of no less than 30 degrees and no more than 45
degrees, for example. Note that the vane portion 80 may
be provided in a plurality in a circumferential direction of
the extension portion 81.
[0129] By providing the vane portion 80 in the second
flow passage 18 in this manner, when the inner race 32
rotates in the direction of an arrow in Fig. 12 together
with the tool attachment portion 2B, coolant flowing into
the recessed portion 82 is pushed out to the tip end sur-
face 5 side of the tool attachment portion 2B by the in-
clined surface 82C. As a result, the high-pressure coolant

can be ejected forcefully through the ejection port 23
formed in the bottom surface 24 of the cover 20. Partic-
ularly when air is used as the coolant, it is more difficult
to supply the amount of coolant (air) required to cool the
tool T than with other types of coolant, and therefore pro-
viding the vane portion 80 is extremely advantageous in
terms of enabling forceful ejection of the high-pressure
coolant through the ejection port 23.
[0130] Further, during machining using the tool T, the
vane portion 80 rotates together with the tool attachment
portion 2B, and there is therefore no need to provide a
separate power supply for driving the vane portion 80.
Moreover, the vane portion 80 is provided in the exten-
sion portion 81 of the inner race 32, and therefore an
increase in the number of components accompanying
use of the vane portion 80 can be suppressed.
[0131] Note that a coolant flow other than the flow of
coolant that is pushed out by the vane portion 80 toward
the tip end surface 5 side of the tool attachment portion
2B exists in the second flow passage 18. More specifi-
cally, coolant that flows between the tip end surface 5 of
the tool attachment portion 2B and the bottom surface
24 of the cover 20 from the first flow passage 16 but is
not ejected through the ejection port 23 is reversed by a
reaction force from the bottom surface 24 of the cover
20 so as to flow toward the bearing 30. Furthermore, the
coolant that is pushed out by the vane portion 80 toward
the tip end surface 5 side of the tool attachment portion
2B is reversed by the reaction force from the bottom sur-
face 24 of the cover 20 so as to flow toward the bearing
30. Hence, the coolant in the second flow passage 18
has a complicated flow including a swirl flow, but regard-
less of the coolant flow through the second flow passage
18, the pressure of the coolant in the second flow pas-
sage 18 is clearly increased by providing the vane portion
80. Therefore, a sufficient amount of coolant can be sup-
plied to the bearing 30 through the second flow passage
18 such that the bearing 30 can be lubricated and cooled
effectively. Particularly when air is used as the coolant,
it is more difficult to supply the amount of coolant (air)
required to cool the bearing 30 than with other types of
coolant, and therefore increasing the pressure in the sec-
ond flow passage 18 by providing the vane portion 80 is
extremely advantageous in terms of ensuring that the
coolant is supplied to the bearing 30 reliably.
[0132] Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 10A, a blocking
portion 90 that prevents the coolant from flowing out of
a space 91 between the cover 20 and the outer periphery
of the tool attachment portion 2B is provided in the tool
holder 100. The space 91 is a region that includes the
second flow passage 18 between the tubular wall 22 of
the cover 20 and the outer periphery of the tool attach-
ment portion 2B and a space between the whirl-stop ring
26 of the cover 20 and the outer periphery of the tool
attachment portion 2B.
[0133] As shown in Figs. 10A and 10B, the blocking
portion 90 is constituted by an inward flange 92 provided
on an upper end portion of the whirl-stop ring 26, and a
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ring member 94 attached to the outer periphery of the
tool attachment portion 2B so as to cover the inward
flange 92.
[0134] Further, a small gap 96 is formed between a tip
end surface of the inward flange 92 and the outer periph-
ery of the tool attachment portion 2B, and a small gap 98
is formed between a lower surface of the ring member
94 and an upper surface of the inward flange 92. The
small gaps 96, 98 are provided to ensure that the tool
attachment portion 2B and the ring member 94 attached
thereto do not contact the whirl-stop ring 26, thereby en-
abling relative rotation between the tool attachment por-
tion 2B and the whirl-stop ring 26.
[0135] Although not shown clearly in Fig. 10A, a cool-
ant flow passage structure on the periphery of the bearing
30 is constituted by the gap 36 (36A, 36B, 36C) and the
third flow passage 50 (more specifically, the communi-
cating hole 52, the upper surface groove 53, and the
through hole 54), similarly to the first embodiment de-
scribed using Fig. 4.
[0136] The small gaps 96, 98 in the blocking portion
90 are set to be smaller than the gap 36 (36A, 36B, 36C).
For example, when the width of the gap 36B is set at
approximately 0.5 mm, the width of the gap 36A is set at
approximately 0.2 mm, and the width of the gap 36C is
set at approximately 0.05 mm, the small gaps 96, 98 in
the blocking portion 90 may be set at no more than 0.01
mm. In so doing, the coolant can be effectively prevented
from flowing out of the space 91 by the blocking portion
90 while maintaining the amount of coolant passing
through the bearing 30 via the gap 36 (36A, 36B, 36C).
[0137] Further, a flow passage formed by the small gap
96 between the tip end surface of the inward flange 92
and the outer periphery of the tool attachment portion 2B
and the small gap 98 between the lower surface of the
ring member 94 and the upper surface of the inward
flange 92 is bent, and therefore the coolant is prevented
from flowing out of the space 91 even more effectively.
[0138] By preventing the coolant from flowing out of
the space 91 between the cover 20 and the outer periph-
ery of the tool attachment portion 2B using the blocking
portion 90 in this manner, the coolant filling the space 91
can be maintained at a high pressure. Therefore, the
pressurized coolant in the space 91 can function as a
damper (a cushion) to dampen vibration and chatter by
the tool attachment portion 2B, and as a result, a reduc-
tion in machining precision and wear on the tool T can
be prevented. Note that the reason why the coolant filling
the space 91 between the cover 20 and the outer periph-
ery of the tool attachment portion 2B functions as a damp-
er is that the cover 20 is prevented from co-rotating with
the tool attachment portion 2B by the stopper 40, and
therefore the cover 20 remains stationary independently
of the tool attachment portion 2B.
[0139] According to an experiment conducted by the
inventor, when cutting was performed using an end mill
while the blocking portion 90 was provided, it was pos-
sible to reduce a main shaft load (%) greatly in compar-

ison with a case where cutting was performed using the
same end mill without providing the blocking portion 90.
For example, following an investigation into the effect of
the presence of the blocking portion 90 on the main shaft
load (%) in relation to a grinding end mill (a power mill)
having a tool diameter of 5 mm, it was found that the
main shaft load was approximately 5% when the blocking
portion 90 was not provided and approximately 3% when
the blocking portion 90 was provided. It is evident from
this experiment result that by employing the blocking por-
tion 90, vibration and chatter by the tool attachment por-
tion 2B can be dampened.
[0140] Further, by providing the blocking portion 90,
infiltration of foreign matter into the space 91 can be pre-
vented. As a result, a situation in which the functions of
the bearing 30 are impaired by foreign matter can be
avoided.
[0141] As will be described below, the tool holder 100
also differs from the tool holder 1 according to the first
embodiment in a method of enclosing the bearing 30.
More specifically, the tool holder 100 differs from the first
embodiment in that a plug piece 37’ not having a male
screw is used instead of the plug bolt 37.
[0142] In the tool holder 100, the bearing 30 is enclosed
by a following procedure. First, the R groove 35 is formed
on the inner peripheral side of the outer race 34 including
the plug piece 37’ in a condition where the plug piece 37’
is inserted into the bearing inlet hole 33 in the outer race
34. The plug piece 37’ is then removed, whereupon the
outer race 34 is attached to the inner race 32 and the
bearing 30 is introduced into the R groove 35 between
the inner race 32 and the outer race 34 through the bear-
ing inlet hole 33. The bearing inlet hole 33 is then plugged
by the plug piece 37’ formed with the R groove 35. Finally,
the plug piece 37’ is fixed to the outer race 34 by a set
screw 102. As a result, the bearing 30 is enclosed in the
R groove 35 between the inner race 32 and the outer
race 34.
[0143] Note that Fig. 10A shows only the plug piece
37’ and the set screw 102 provided for the upper side
row of bearings 30, from among the two rows, upper and
lower rows, of bearings 30, but the plug piece 37’ and
the set screw 102 are provided similarly for the lower side
row of bearings 30.
[0144] The plug piece 37’ is fixed by the set screw 102
in order to position the plug piece 37’ so that a raceway
surface of the plug piece 37’ in which the R groove 35 is
formed aligns with a raceway surface of the part of the
outer race 34 other than the plug piece 37’ in which the
R groove 35 is formed.
[0145] When the bearing 30 is enclosed using the plug
bolt 37, as in the first embodiment, it is difficult to align
the raceway surface of the plug piece 37 in which the R
groove 35 is formed with the raceway surface of the outer
race 34 in which the R groove 35 is formed. Therefore,
by plugging the bearing inlet hole 33 using the plug piece
37’ not having a male screw instead of the plug bolt 37
and positioning the plug piece 37’ using the set screw
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102, the raceway surface of the plug piece 37’ in which
the R groove 35 is formed can be aligned with the race-
way surface of the outer race 34 in which the R groove
35 is formed easily.
[0146] Embodiments of the present invention were de-
scribed in detail above, but the present invention is not
limited thereto, and various amendments and modifica-
tions may be implemented within a scope that does not
depart from the present invention as defined by the ap-
pended claims.

EXPLANATION OF REFERENCE NUMERALS

[0147]

1 tool holder
2 milling chuck main body
2A shank portion
2B tool attachment portion
3 pull stud
4 insertion port
5 tip end surface
6 collet
7 slit
8 fastening bolt
10 fastening nut
11 fastening nut fixing bolt
12 screw portion
14 fastening bolt hexagonal portion
16 first flow passage
18 second flow passage
20 cover
21 through hole
22 tubular wall
23 ejection port
24 bottom surface
26 whirl-stop ring
27 recessed portion
28 wall surface
29 set screw
30 bearing
32 inner race
33 bearing inlet hole
34 outer race
35 R groove
36 gap
37 plug bolt
37’ plug piece
38 screw portion
40 stopper
42 whirl-stop pin
44 spring
46 piston rod
48 air cylinder
50 third flow passage
52 communicating hole
53 upper surface groove
54 through hole

60 circular portion
62 elongated hole portion
63 C surface
70 rectifying member (pressure controller)
71 rear end surface
72 projecting portion
74A through hole
74B through hole
76 outlet portion
78 screw portion
80 vane portion
81 extension portion
82 recessed portion
82A side wall surface
82B upper wall surface
82C inclined surface
84 projecting portion
90 blocking portion
91 space
92 inward flange
94 ring member
96 small gap
98 small gap
100 tool holder
102 set screw
S main shaft
T tool

Claims

1. A tool holder for attaching a tool (T) to a main shaft
(S) of a machine tool, characterized by comprising:

a shank portion (2A) provided on one end of said
tool holder and adapted to be gripped by said
main shaft (S);
a tool attachment portion (2B) provided on an-
other end of said tool holder and having an in-
sertion port (4) into which said tool is inserted in
a tip end surface (5) thereof;
a cover (20) having a tubular wall (22) that cov-
ers an outer periphery of said tool attachment
portion (2B) and a bottom surface (24) that cov-
ers said tip end surface (5) of said tool attach-
ment portion (2B);
a bearing (30) provided between said tubular
wall (22) of said cover (20) and said tool attach-
ment portion (2B); and
a stopper (40) that prevents said cover (20) from
co-rotating with said tool attachment portion
(2B),
wherein a through hole (21) penetrated by said
tool and an ejection port (23) disposed on a pe-
riphery of said through hole (21) in order to eject
a coolant toward said tool are provided in said
bottom surface (24) of said cover (20),
characterized in that
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a first flow passage (16) through which said cool-
ant supplied from said main shaft side flows is
provided in an interior of said shank portion (2A)
and said tool attachment portion (2B) such that
said coolant is led between said tip end surface
(5) of said tool attachment portion (2B) and said
bottom surface (24) of said cover (20) through
said first flow passage (16),
a second flow passage (18) through which said
coolant led between said tip end surface (5) of
said tool attachment portion (2B) and said bot-
tom surface (24) of said cover (20) via said first
flow passage (16) flows toward said bearing (30)
is provided between said tubular wall (22) of said
cover (20) and said tool attachment portion (2B),
and
said bearing (30) is lubricated and cooled by
coolant supplied via said second flow passage
(18), which forms a part of said coolant.

2. The tool holder according to claim 1, characterized
in that a third flow passage (50) including a commu-
nicating hole (52) that extends outward in a radial
direction of said cover (20) and a discharge hole (54)
that leads to the outside from said communicating
hole (52), through which said coolant is discharged
after lubricating and cooling said bearing, is formed
in an interior of said cover (20).

3. The tool holder according to claim 1 or 2, wherein a
recessed portion (27) is provided in an outer periph-
ery of said cover (20), and
said stopper (40) comprises a whirl-stop pin (42) that
engages with said recessed portion (27) in order to
prevent said cover (20) from co-rotating.

4. The tool holder according to claim 3, characterized
in that a gap between said recessed portion (27)
and said whirl-stop pin (42) in a circumferential di-
rection of said cover (20) when said whirl-stop pin
(42) is engaged with said recessed portion (27) is no
less than 0.1 mm and no more than 0.5 mm.

5. The tool holder according to claim 3 or 4, charac-
terized in that an outer diameter of said cover (20)
in a location where said recessed portion (27) is pro-
vided is substantially constant regardless of a diam-
eter of said tool attachment portion (2B).

6. The tool holder according to any one of claims 3 to
5, characterized in that a plurality of said recessed
portions (27) are provided around an entire circum-
ference of said cover (20), and
said stopper (40) further comprises:

an actuator that moves said whirl-stop pin (42);
and
a spring (44) provided between said actuator

and said whirl-stop pin (42).

7. The tool holder according to claim 6, characterized
in that said stopper (40) further comprises a rod (46)
that is caused to advance and retreat in a diagonal
direction relative to a tool axial center direction by a
driving force of said actuator, and
said whirl-stop pin (42) is supported on said rod (46)
via said spring (44).

8. The tool holder according to any one of claims 1 to
7, wherein a rectifying member (70) is provided in
said first flow passage (16) on an upstream side of
a rear end surface (71) of said tool to rectify said
coolant so that said coolant flows toward a gap be-
tween a peripheral edge of said rear end surface (71)
of said tool and an inner wall surface of said tool
attachment portion forming said first flow passage.

9. The tool holder according to claim 8, characterized
in that said rectifying member (70) increases a pres-
sure of said coolant by reducing a sectional area of
said first flow passage (16).

10. The tool holder according to any one of claims 1 to
9, further comprising a vane portion (80) that is pro-
vided between said tubular wall (22) of said cover
(20) and said tool attachment portion (2B) to push
said coolant out toward said tip end surface (5) of
said tool attachment portion (2B).

11. The tool holder according to claim 10, characterized
in that an inner race (32) of said bearing (30) fixed
to said outer periphery of said tool attachment portion
(2B) includes, on said tip end surface (5) side of said
tool attachment portion (2B), an extension portion
(81) that is not covered by an outer race (34) of said
bearing (30), and
said vane portion is provided on said extension por-
tion (81) of said inner race (32).

12. The tool holder according to any one of claims 1 to
11, further comprising a blocking portion (90) that
prevents said coolant from flowing out of a space
between said cover (20) and said tool attachment
portion (2B) such that said space is filled with said
coolant in a pressurized condition.

13. The tool holder according to any one of claims 1 to
12, characterized in that said ejection port (23) is
provided in a plurality around said through hole (21)
in said bottom surface (24), and
said respective ejection ports have different incline
angles relative to said tool axial center direction.

14. The tool holder according to any one of claims 1 to
13, wherein said ejection port (23) is formed by con-
necting a circular portion (60) to an elongated hole
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portion (62) that has a width which is smaller than a
diameter of said circular portion (60) and extends
from said circular portion (60) in a direction heading
away from said through hole (21), and
an incline angle of said elongated hole portion (62)
relative to said tool center direction is larger than an
incline angle of said circular portion (60) relative to
said tool center direction.

15. The tool holder according to any one of claims 1 to
14, characterized in that said cover (20) is config-
ured such that at least said bottom surface (24) is
allowed to be attached and detached freely.

16. A machine tool comprising the tool holder according
to any one of claims 1 to 15.

Patentansprüche

1. Werkzeughalter zum Befestigen eines Werkzeugs
(T) an einer Hauptspindel (S) einer Werkzeugma-
schine, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass er umfasst:

einen Schaftabschnitt (2A), der an einem Ende
des Werkzeughalters vorgesehen ist und aus-
gestaltet ist, um von der Hauptspindel (S) ge-
griffen zu werden;
einen Befestigungsabschnitt (2B), der an einem
anderen Ende des Werkzeughalters vorgese-
hen ist und einen Einführanschluss (4) aufweist,
in dessen vorderer Stirnfläche (5) das Werkzeug
eingeführt wird;
eine Abdeckung (20) mit einer rohrförmigen
Wandung (22), die einen Außenumfang des
Werkzeug-Befestigungsabschnitts (2B) ab-
deckt und einer Unterseite (24), die die vordere
Stirnfläche (5) des Werkzeug-Befestigungsab-
schnitts (2B) abdeckt;
ein Lager (30), das zwischen der rohrförmigen
Wandung (22) der Abdeckung (20) und dem
Werkzeug-Befestigungsabschnitt (2B) vorge-
sehen ist; und
einen Anschlag (40), der die Abdeckung (20)
am Mitdrehen mit dem Werkzeug-Befestigungs-
abschnitt (2B) hindert,
wobei eine von dem Werkzeug durchgriffene
Durchgangsöffnung (21) und ein Ausstoßan-
schluss (23) am Außenumfang dieser Durch-
gangsöffnung (21) zum Ausstoßen eines Kühl-
mittels in Richtung des Werkzeugs in der Unter-
seite (24) der Abdeckung (20) vorgesehen sind,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
ein erster Strömungsdurchgang (16), durch den
seitens der Hauptspindel zugeführtes Kühlmittel
strömt, in einem Innern des Schaftabschnitts
(2A) derart vorgesehen ist, dass das Kühlmittel
zwischen der vorderen Stirnfläche (5) des Werk-

zeug-Befestigungsabschnitts (2B) und der Un-
terseite (24) der Abdeckung (20) durch den ers-
ten Strömungsdurchgang (16) geführt wird,
ein zweiter Strömungsdurchgang (18), durch
den das über den ersten Strömungsdurchgang
(16) zwischen der vorderen Stirnfläche (5) des
Werkzeug-Befestigungsabschnitts (2B) und der
Unterseite (24) der Abdeckung (20) geführte
Kühlmittel in Richtung des Lagers (30) strömt,
zwischen der rohrförmigen Wandung (22) der
Abdeckung (20) und dem Werkzeug-Befesti-
gungsabschnitt (2B) vorgesehen ist, und
das Lager (30) durch über den zweiten Strö-
mungsdurchgang (18) geliefertes Kühlmittel,
das einen Teil des Kühlmittels bildet, geschmiert
und gekühlt wird.

2. Werkzeughalter nach Anspruch 1, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass ein dritter Strömungsdurch-
gang (50) mit einer in radialer Richtung der Abde-
ckung (20) nach außen verlaufenden Verbindungs-
bohrung (52) und mit einer von der Verbindungsboh-
rung (52) nach außen führenden Ablassbohrung
(54), aus der nach dem Schmieren und Kühlen des
Lagers Kühlmittel abgeführt wird, in einem Innen-
raum der Abdeckung (20) ausgebildet ist.

3. Werkzeughalter nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei an
einem Außenumfang der Abdeckung (20) eine ein
ausgesparter Abschnitt (27) vorgesehen ist, und
der Anschlag (40) einen Verdrehsicherungsstift (42)
umfasst, der in den ausgesparten Abschnitt (27) ein-
greift, um die Abdeckung (20) am Mitdrehen zu hin-
dern.

4. Werkzeughalter nach Anspruch 3, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass bei Eingriff des Verdrehsiche-
rungsstifts (42) in den ausgesparten Abschnitt (27)
ein Spalt zwischen dem ausgesparten Abschnitt (27)
und dem Verdrehsicherungsstift (42) in einer Um-
fangsrichtung der Abdeckung (20) mindestens 0,1
mm und höchstens 0,5 mm beträgt.

5. Werkzeughalter nach Anspruch 3 oder 4, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass an einer mit dem ausgespar-
ten Abschnitt (27) versehenen Stelle ein Außen-
durchmesser der Abdeckung (20) unabhängig vom
Durchmesser des Werkzeug-Befestigungsab-
schnitts (2B) im Wesentlichen konstant ist.

6. Werkzeughalter nach einem der Ansprüche 3 bis 5,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass mehrere der aus-
gesparten Abschnitte (27) um einen Gesamtumfang
der Abdeckung (20) vorgesehen sind, und
der Anschlag (40) ferner umfasst:

ein Betätigungsglied, das den Verdrehsiche-
rungsstift (42) bewegt; und
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eine Feder (44), die zwischen dem Betätigungs-
glied und dem Verdrehsicherungsstift (42) vor-
gesehen ist.

7. Werkzeughalter nach Anspruch 6, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass der Anschlag (40) ferner eine
Stange (46) umfasst, die durch eine Antriebskraft
des Betätigungsglieds in einer diagonalen Richtung
relativ zu einer axialen Mittenrichtung vor und zurück
bewegt wird, und
der Verdrehsicherungsstift (42) an der Stange (46)
über die Feder (44) abgestützt wird.

8. Werkzeughalter nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 7,
wobei stromaufwärtsseitig einer hinteren Stirnfläche
(71) des Werkzeugs ein Gleichrichtungselement
(70) in dem ersten Strömungsdurchgang (16) vor-
gesehen ist, um das Kühlmittel derart zu richten,
dass das Kühlmittel in Richtung eines Spalts zwi-
schen einer Umfangskante der hinteren Stirnfläche
(71) des Werkzeugs und einer den ersten Strö-
mungsdurchgang bildenden Innenwandfläche des
Werkzeug-Befestigungsabschnitts strömt.

9. Werkzeughalter nach Anspruch 8, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass das Gleichrichtungselement
(70) durch Reduzieren einer Querschnittsfläche des
ersten Strömungsdurchgangs (16) einen Druck des
Kühlmittels erhöht.

10. Werkzeughalter nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 9,
ferner umfassend einen zwischen der rohrförmigen
Wandung (22) der Abdeckung (20) und dem Werk-
zeug-Befestigungsabschnitt (2B) vorgesehenen
Leitschaufelabschnitt (80), um das Kühlmittel in
Richtung der vorderen Stirnfläche (5) des Werk-
zeug-Befestigungsabschnitts (2B) hinaus zu drü-
cken.

11. Werkzeughalter nach Anspruch 10, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass ein am Außenumfang des
Werkzeugbefestigungsabschnitts (2B) befestigter
Innenring (32) des Lagers (30) auf Seiten der vor-
deren Stirnfläche (5) des Werkzeug-Befestigungs-
abschnitts (2B) einen Verlängerungsabschnitt (81)
aufweist, der nicht durch einen Außenring (34) des
Lagers (30) abgedeckt wird, und
der Leitschaufelabschnitt an dem Verlängerungsab-
schnitt (81) des Innenrings (32) vorgesehen ist.

12. Werkzeughalter nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 11,
ferner umfassend einen Sperrabschnitt (90), der das
Ausströmen des Kühlmittels aus einem Raum zwi-
schen der Abdeckung (20) und der Werkzeug-Be-
festigungsabschnitt (2B) derart verhindert, dass der
Raum mit Kühlmittel im druckbeaufschlagten Zu-
stand gefüllt ist.

13. Werkzeughalter nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 12,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Ausstoßan-
schluss (23) mehrfach um die Durchgangsöffnung
(21) herum in der Unterseite (24) vorgesehen ist,
und die jeweiligen Ausstoßanschlüsse unterschied-
liche Neigungswinkel relativ zur axialen Mittenrich-
tung des Werkzeugs aufweisen.

14. Werkzeughalter nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 13,
wobei der Ausstoßanschluss (23) durch Verbinden
eines kreisförmigen Abschnitts (60) mit einem Lang-
lochabschnitt (62) gebildet wird, und der Langloch-
abschnitt eine Breite aufweist, die kleiner als ein
Durchmesser des kreisförmigen Abschnitts (60) ist
und sich von dem kreisförmigen Abschnitt (60) in
einer von der Durchgangsbohrung (21) wegführen-
den Richtung erstreckt, und
ein Neigungswinkel des Langlochabschnitts (62) re-
lativ zur Werkzeugmittenrichtung größer ist als ein
Neigungswinkel des kreisförmigen Abschnitts (60)
relativ zur Werkzeugmittenrichtung.

15. Werkzeughalter nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 14,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Abdeckung
(20) derart ausgebildet ist, dass zumindest die Un-
terseite (24) frei aufgesetzt und abgenommen wer-
den kann.

16. Werkzeugmaschine mit einem Werkzeughalter
nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 15.

Revendications

1. Support d’outil pour fixer un outil (T) sur un arbre
principal (S) d’une machine-outil, caractérisé en ce
qu’il comprend :

une partie de tige (2A) prévue sur une extrémité
dudit support d’outil et adaptée pour être saisie
par ledit arbre principal (S) ;
une partie de fixation d’outil (2B) prévue sur une
autre extrémité dudit support d’outil et ayant un
orifice d’insertion (4) dans lequel ledit outil est
inséré dans sa surface d’extrémité de pointe
(5) ;
un couvercle (20) ayant une paroi tubulaire (22)
qui recouvre une périphérie externe de ladite
partie de fixation d’outil (2B) et une surface in-
férieure (24) qui recouvre ladite surface d’extré-
mité de pointe (5) de la partie de fixation d’outil
(2B) ;
un palier (30) prévu entre ladite paroi tubulaire
(22) dudit couvercle (20) et ladite partie de fixa-
tion d’outil (2B) ; et
une butée (40) qui empêche ledit couvercle (20)
de tourner conjointement avec ladite partie de
fixation d’outil (2B),
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dans lequel un trou traversant (21) pénétré par
ledit outil et un orifice d’éjection (23) disposé sur
une périphérie dudit trou traversant (21) afin
d’éjecter un réfrigérant vers ledit outil sont pré-
vus dans ladite surface inférieure (24) dudit cou-
vercle (20),
caractérisé en ce que :

un premier passage d’écoulement (16) à
travers lequel ledit réfrigérant alimenté à
partir du côté dudit arbre principal s’écoule,
est prévu dans un intérieur de ladite partie
de tige (2A) et ladite partie de fixation d’outil
(2B) de sorte que ledit réfrigérant est amené
entre ladite surface d’extrémité de pointe (5)
de ladite partie de fixation d’outil (2B) et la-
dite surface inférieure (24) dudit couvercle
(20) à travers ledit premier passage d’écou-
lement (16),
un deuxième passage d’écoulement (18) à
travers lequel ledit réfrigérant amené entre
ladite surface d’extrémité de pointe (5) de
ladite partie de fixation d’outil (2B) et ladite
surface inférieure (24) dudit couvercle (20)
via ledit premier passage d’écoulement (16)
s’écoule vers ledit palier (30) est prévu entre
ladite paroi tubulaire (22) dudit couvercle
(20) et ladite partie de fixation d’outil (2B), et
ledit palier (30) est lubrifié et refroidi par le
réfrigérant fourni via ledit deuxième passa-
ge d’écoulement (18), qui fait partie dudit
réfrigérant.

2. Support d’outil selon la revendication 1, caractérisé
en ce qu’un troisième passage d’écoulement (50)
comprenant un trou de communication (52) qui
s’étend vers l’extérieur dans une direction radiale
dudit couvercle (20) et un trou de décharge (54) qui
mène à l’extérieur à partir dudit trou de communica-
tion (52) à travers lequel ledit réfrigérant est déchar-
gé après la lubrification et le refroidissement dudit
palier, est formé dans un intérieur dudit couvercle
(20).

3. Support d’outil selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans
lequel une partie évidée (27) est prévue dans une
périphérie externe dudit couvercle (20), et
ladite butée (40) comprend une broche anti-rotation
(42) qui se met en prise avec ladite partie évidée
(27) afin d’empêcher la rotation conjointe dudit cou-
vercle (20).

4. Support d’outil selon la revendication 3, caractérisé
en ce qu’un espace entre ladite partie évidée (27)
et ladite broche anti-rotation (42) dans une direction
circonférentielle dudit couvercle (20) lorsque ladite
broche anti-rotation (42) est mise en prise avec ladite
partie évidée (27), est non inférieur à 0,1 mm et non

supérieur à 0,5 mm.

5. Support d’outil selon la revendication 3 ou 4, carac-
térisé en ce qu’un diamètre externe dudit couvercle
(20) dans un emplacement où ladite partie évidée
(27) est prévue, est sensiblement constant, indépen-
damment d’un diamètre de ladite partie de fixation
d’outil (2B).

6. Support d’outil selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations 3 à 5, caractérisé en ce qu’une pluralité
desdites parties évidées (27) sont prévues autour
de toute la circonférence dudit couvercle (20), et
ladite butée (40) comprend en outre :

un actionneur qui déplace ladite broche anti-ro-
tation (42) ; et
un ressort (44) prévu entre ledit actionneur et
ladite broche anti-rotation (42).

7. Support d’outil selon la revendication 6, caractérisé
en ce que ladite butée (40) comprend en outre une
tige (46) qui est amenée à avancer et à reculer dans
une direction diagonale par rapport à une direction
de centre axial d’outil par une force d’entraînement
dudit actionneur, et
ladite broche anti-rotation (42) est supportée sur la-
dite tige (46) via ledit ressort (44).

8. Support d’outil selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations 1 à 7, dans lequel un élément de rectification
(70) est prévu dans ledit premier passage d’écoule-
ment (16) d’un côté en amont d’une surface d’extré-
mité arrière (71) dudit outil pour rectifier ledit réfrigé-
rant de sorte que ledit réfrigérant s’écoule vers un
espace situé entre un bord périphérique de ladite
surface d’extrémité arrière (71) dudit outil et une sur-
face de paroi interne de ladite partie de fixation d’outil
formant ledit premier passage d’écoulement.

9. Support d’outil selon la revendication 8, caractérisé
en ce que ledit élément de rectification (70) aug-
mente une pression dudit réfrigérant en réduisant
une zone transversale dudit premier passage
d’écoulement (16).

10. Support d’outil selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations 1 à 9, comprenant en outre une partie de
pale (80) qui est prévue entre ladite paroi tubulaire
(22) dudit couvercle (20) et ladite partie de fixation
d’outil (2B) pour pousser ledit réfrigérant à l’extérieur
vers ladite surface d’extrémité de pointe (5) de ladite
partie de fixation d’outil (2B).

11. Support d’outil selon la revendication 10, caractéri-
sé en ce qu’un chemin de roulement interne (32)
dudit palier (30) fixé à ladite périphérie externe de
ladite partie de fixation d’outil (2B) comprend, du côté
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de ladite surface d’extrémité de pointe (5) de ladite
partie de fixation d’outil (2B), une partie d’extension
(81) qui n’est pas recouverte par un chemin de rou-
lement externe (34) dudit palier (30), et
ladite partie de pale est prévue sur ladite partie d’ex-
tension (81) dudit chemin de roulement interne (32).

12. Support d’outil selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations 1 à 11, comprenant en outre une partie de
blocage (90) qui empêche ledit réfrigérant de sortir
en s’écoulant d’un espace situé entre ledit couvercle
(20) et ladite partie de fixation d’outil (2B) de sorte
que ledit espace est rempli avec ledit réfrigérant
dans une condition mise sous pression.

13. Support d’outil selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations 1 à 12, caractérisé en ce que ledit orifice
d’éjection (23) est prévu en une pluralité autour dudit
trou traversant (21) dans ladite surface inférieure
(24), et
lesdits orifices d’éjection respectifs ont différents an-
gles d’inclinaison par rapport à ladite direction de
centre axial d’outil.

14. Support d’outil selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations 1 à 13, dans lequel ledit orifice d’éjection (23)
est formé en raccordant une partie circulaire (60) à
une partie de trou allongée (62) qui a une largeur qui
est inférieure à un diamètre de ladite partie circulaire
(60) et s’étend à partir de ladite partie circulaire (60)
dans une direction s’éloignant dudit trou traversant
(21), et
un angle d’inclinaison de ladite partie de trou allon-
gée (62) par rapport à ladite direction de centre d’outil
est supérieur à un angle d’inclinaison de ladite partie
circulaire (60) par rapport à ladite direction de centre
d’outil.

15. Support d’outil selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations 1 à 14, caractérisé en ce que ledit couvercle
(20) est configuré de sorte qu’au moins ladite surface
inférieure (24) est autorisée à être fixée et détachée
librement.

16. Machine-outil comprenant le support d’outil selon
l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 15.
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